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T he managing partner of a large law firm
(275 lawyers) with whom I was working
said that his firm had Òtried practice

groups before, and they didnÕt work.Ó  He
went on to say that the firm was implementing
a practice group structure again, and he asked
if I had any ÒhintsÓ that might help ensure a
successful implementation.

Firms have enjoyed varying levels of suc-
cess in their use of practice groups.  In
answering the frustrated managing partner I
said; ÒYes, there are a few issues and con-
cepts to consider that have enormous impact
on practice group performance.Ó  Following
are the most often asked questions about
practice groups and my recommendations
for dealing with each of them.

What Are Practice Groups? 
As one might imagine, practice groups

often mean different things to different firms.
Some are used as administrative manage-
ment structures, while others are focused
solely on marketing. Neither is Òbest.Ó

Practice groups are a means by which to
organize and compete better in a market.  ItÕs
that simple.  Groups should have a clear
focus on an external target such as an indus-
try segment, a specific type of substantive
practice, or a group of clients.

Practice groups can be comprised of indi-
viduals who perform the same kind of work,

i.e., a tax practice, or they can be multi-func-
tional, comprised of individuals from vari-
ous practice types.  Composition of the group
depends upon its external focus.

Practice groups need to have a clear vision
with an external orientation.  If your firmÕs
groups do not, you should rethink them.

How Large Should a Practice Group Be?
An arbitrary, pre-established size para-

meter (i.e., groups must be ÒxÓ size) is silly.  I
have observed practice groups as large as 30
members that were extraordinarily effective.
I have also worked with groups as small as
four or five that were very competitive.

The size of the group depends upon two
key issues: (1) the groupÕs vision (what
resources you need to execute plans and
serve the clients), and (2) the quality and skill
of the group manager or leader. 

To test size requirements, a firm should
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make a critical assessment of a
groupÕs  vision and determine the
level of resources needed to compete
effectively.  For example, a five per-
son products liability practice group
that is focused on large complex liti-
gation is probably not going to be
considered by clients that need depth
to handle very large law suits.  In
contrast, a state tax practice estimat-
ed to be $75,000 per year in revenues
doesnÕt need a practice group of ten.

Generally the quality of leaders,
their management and leadership
skills, as well as the time they will
devote to the group, are very impor-
tant, practical considerations.  I know
a few practice leaders who lead large
(25-30 lawyers) groups very effective-
ly.  There are also many that canÕt lead
a group of four or five people because
they lack effective management and
leadership skills.  Firm leadership
would be wise to use these two key
issues to evaluate group size rather
than an artificial rule of thumb.

How Many Practice Groups Can a
Partner Be a Member Of?

Practically speaking, one is fine
and two is enough. Most lawyers sim-
ply cannot devote the time and energy
required to function effectively in
more than one or possibly two groups.
Those lawyers who ÒdemandÓ to be in
three, four or five groups usually do so
because they donÕt wish to Òmiss any-
thingÓ but rarely add anything of
worth to the group.

However, membership or lack of
membership in a group does not
mean that a partner who does the
Òkind of workÓ done by three or four
groups will be foreclosed from doing
that kind of work (a fear that many
partners have).  It only means that he
or she may not be heavily or actively
involved in some of the strategies
such as marketing, developing prac-
tice efficiencies, staffing innovations,

etc.  A partner is well-advised to
choose (and I know that may be diffi-
cult for some) the one or two groups
to which he or she can contribute
best.  Top leadership should help
partners choose where necessary.

Do You Really Need a Practice
Group Leader, and What Should
His or Her Role Be? 

Yes, you definitely need a practice
group leader.  No group will function
well without a leader.  The role of the
practice group leader is typically one
of management, administration and
leadership, but the key objective is
for the leader to Òadd valueÓ by
enabling the groupÕs members to
focus more effectively on the external
vision.  Eighty percent of the leaderÕs
time should be spent on helping the
group achieve the vision, and twenty
percent should be spent on adminis-
tration.  When top management asks,
ÒHow are things going?Ó the leader
should respond with comments
about achievement of external objec-
tives and not internal issues.

How Should You Select Practice
Group Leaders?

Often practice group leaders are
the most senior member of the
group, or the one who controls the
most business.  Neither of those
attributes necessarily connotes man-
agement or leadership skills.  

Practice group leaders should be
selected because they have leadership
skills (although they may need to be
developed or enhanced through train-
ing), will get things done, enjoy a high
level of respect by group members,
and, most importantly, work on behalf
of the team, and not for themselves.

How about Training of Group
Leaders?

The fastest growing segment of
training in law firms is in the areas of
practice group management, engage-
ment management, and similar
areas.  I believe that group leaders are

the most important managers and lead-
ers in terms of making a firm compet-
itive.  Therefore, any firm would be
wise to spend significant time, dol-
lars and energy on training these
leaders.  Effective training means
more than (just) one or two day sem-
inars.  It means development of a
curriculum which utilizes internal
and external resources to train lead-
ers in a number of areas.  Areas of
training will include leadership
skills, profitability management,
strategic plan development, engage-
ment management, practice reengi-
neering and more.  Effective training
programs will be tailored.  DonÕt fall
prey to cookie cutter training.

How Should Practice Group
Leaders Interact with Top
Management?

In my opinion, one of the most
important reasons that practice groups
are not effective is because top firm
management is not involved to the
degree needed within the groups.
Consider a group of practice leaders
who told me that they had carefully
prepared strategic plans for their
groups and had submitted them to the
firmÕs policy committee.  The commit-
tee sat on the plans for two months,
had no dialogue with group leaders,
and ultimately rubber-stamped the
plans.  Group leaders recognized this
for what it was, a poor commitment to
the firmÕs practice groups.  Much of
my consulting time was spent working
with the policy committee demonstrat-
ing how it needed to interact with the
groups in order for them to be success-
ful and flourish.  This ÒlinkageÓ with
top management is critical.

Practice group leaders must have
a dialogue, either formal or informal,
on a regular basis with the managing
partner, members of the manage-
ment committee, etc.  Without this
level of management involvement,
these groups will be far less effective.
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Should Practice Groups Develop
Their Own Strategic Plans?

The answer is yes.  Any group
should have a strategic plan that
focuses on its external targets and
vision.  Plans should be more than just
marketing plans. They should include
staffing recommendations and strate-
gy, profitability strategy, marketing
and practice development, acquisition
and merger suggestions, etc.  Each
plan should be consistent with the
firmÕs vision.  Plans should be rational-
ized and communicated throughout
the firm.  

Practice groups should be held
accountable for execution of their
plans, and, at least quarterly, group
leaders should meet with top manage-
ment to ÒdebriefÓ on achievement of
plan objectives.

Summary  
There is no question whether prac-

tice groups can be successful.  It is a
matter of whether or not firms focus,
manage and utilize them appropriately.
Industry has discovered that smaller,
more nimble groups that focus on mar-
kets and clients are better able to com-
pete in todayÕs environment.  Law
firms are subject to the same market
and economic forces as the business
world and need to utilize the same
tools and concepts that have proven
successful there.

Attention to a firmÕs practice groups
is probably the most effective time spent
by management.  It will mean that man-
agement is focused on increasing the
competitiveness of the firm Ñ an obvi-
ously critical objective.  ◆

Thomas S. Clay is a principal of Altman
Weil, Inc.  His office is located in the firmÕs
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania headquar-
ters, and he can be reached at 610-359-9900.
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